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mame was written by chuck burd, andreas stavrakis, and jeremy unger. it is supported by the classicarcadeproject. mame is free software, released under the gnu general public license version 2 or 3. mame is the base code of the mess project, a multi-platform arcade emulation
software suite. mame does not necessarily have to emulate a complete arcade machine. it is possible to write a program that emulates only a single game. this can allow a program to be faster or offer more flexibility. for example, a game that only requires a joystick could emulate a
joystick. mame supports a number of different virtual joystick types. mame supports many different boards for simulating the hardware inside of arcade games. these boards are the hardware that interprets the signals from the joystick, buttons, and light gun and translate them into the
high-level commands the game needs to run. these boards include hardware such as the rs232c, av.9, atari_st, mamehdd, z80, general purpose input-output (gpio), and so on. mame allows you to set up a gamepad for virtually any game. some games may require the light gun, some
may require the buttons, and some may require the joystick. you can choose your own input mechanism for each game. some arcade games are designed to use the language of the country in which they are being played. and some games are less concerned with the country in which
they are being played and are simply written in the language they are being played. as a result, a game that is written in a foreign language, may not be fully playable in english-only versions of mame.
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